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UmderstandEmg
Elementary Shapes

Understandlng the L,esson
n Measure of a line segment.
o Comparison of two line segments

- by observation

- by tracing

- using ruler and divider
o Measure ofangles

- acute, obtuse, right, straight, reflex, complete and zero angle.
o l\ilorqls qf gnglss nning prctractor.
o Classification of f ionglss

- sealene triangle, right angled triangle, isosceles triangle aad equ.ilateral triangle.
" TYpes of quadrilateral

- rectangles, squares, parallelograms and trapezi"'n

" Simple polygpns (Regular and irregular both up to octagon).

" 3-D shapes; cubes, cuboids, cylinder.s, spheres, cones, prisms aud pyramids.
u Elements of 3-D; faces, edges ald vertices.
o Nets of cub€s, cuboids, cylinders, cones and tetrahedron.

Conceptual Facts
o The ilistqnce betweon the end points ofa Iine segment is called its length.

" 'fte length of a line sement is measured by graduated ruler.
" The leagth of two line segments is compared by the divider.

" An angle is formed by two arms (rays) witJe the same initial point.
o [a sngls is psasured in'degrees'.
o da englg is pe,asured by lrotractot'.
" Measure of one complete angle is 360'.
o Measure of straight engle is 1800.
. Measure ofright engle is 90o.
o An angle less than 90'is called acute angle.
o An a.nglo more than 90'but less than 180. is called obtuse angle.
. An angle greater +.hFn sitraight angle is called teflef angle.
o Tko lines are said to be perpendicular to each othff ifttrq ongls between them is 90o.
. Two lines are parallel if they do not intersect each otJrer even on producitrg to any extent.

" Ilpes oftriangle on the basis ofsides:

- Scalene: all the three sides are unequal in length.

- Isosceles: any two sides are equal in length.

- Equilateral: all the three sides are equal in length.
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" rypes of triangle on the basis of angles:

- Acute triangle: esch e''gles is lese than 90" (acut€)

- Right angled triangle: one oftJre three angles is (90')

- Obtuse a-ngled triangle : one ofthe three angle is more than 90'.
o Polygon is a closed fuure bounded by a certain mrmber of line sepents:

- Triangle: bourded by 3 sides.

- Quadrilateral: bounded by 4 sides.

- Pentagon: bounded by 5 sides.

- Hexagon: bor.rnded by 6 sides.

- Heptagon: bouaded by 7 sides.

- Octagon: bounded by 8 sides.

" TYpes of quadrilat€ral:

- Parallelogrqm: Pair of opposite sides are equal and parallel.

- Square: each angle is 90' and all sides are equal.

- Rectalgle: gsch qngls is $Q' and opposite sides are equal'

- Rhombus: a parallelogram with all equal sides.

- Trapezitm: a pair of opposite sides are parallel.

- 3-D shapes: faces, edges and vertices are the elements of3-D figures.

Some lmportant Figures

B

oo

BB

oA
o

Acute angle

A
(ii)

Right "ngls

A
(iii)

Obtuse angle

BOA
(iv)

Straight ongts

A

(u)

Reflex angle

A

(r)
Acute triangle

A

B

A

lvi)
Complete angle

A

(vii)
Scalene Eiangle

A

R B

(viii)
Isosceles triangle

A

Qa)

EqrilFtersl hiande

D

A
B

B CB c B c B C

o
c

Ba
(ri)

Bieht angled tria-ugle

(xii)
Obtuse qngted triaqle

(riv)
Four sided polygon

(quadrilateral)

E

c D

ku)
6-sided polygon

(pentaeion)

Cg CA

UNDERSTANDING ELEMENTAF' SHAPES

(riii)
8-eided polygpn
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EFD E
D

(rui)
6-sided polygon

(hexagon)

D

@i)
Parallelogram

A
(ruii)

7-sided polygon
(Beptagon)

AB
(r'uiii)

&sided polygon
(octagon)

c D

A

@ii)
Rectangle

D

E

A

C D

(s)
Square

E

(z:.v)

ryranid

(rx)
Sphere

C

B

C

B

D

A

D

c

G

H

F

GB

cF
C

B

C A C

A B

C

B
D

@g;ii)
Rhombus

B4 B A(siii)
Tlapeziun

(wiv)
Prism

(xrui)
Cuboid

(rruii)
Cube

Tnv Tsess lPaae 88)

Q1. Take any post card. Use the above tecb.nique to
measure its two adjacent sides.

Sotr. We have a post card shown in the a{ioining
figure.

4.8 cm

6.7 cm

Q1. What is the alisadvantage in comparing line
segmsnt by metre observation?

Sol. Comparing the lengths of two line segm.ents
simply by 'observatiou' may not be acsurate.
So we use divider to compare the length of the
given Iine segments.

Q2. Why is it better to use a divider than a ruler,
while measuring the lengtJr of a line segment?

Sol. Measuring the length of a line sqgment using a
nrler, we may have the following errors:

The measurement of its adjacent sides are
6.7 cm and 4.8 cm.

Q2. Select any three objects having a flat top.
Measure all sides of the top using a divider and
ruler.

Sol. We have taken the following figure with flat top.
(i) Mathematics Book 24 cm, 14 cm.

(ii) TV table: 78 cm, 40 cm.
(iii) Mobile phone: 12 cm, 5 cm.

(j) Thickness of the ruler
(il) Angular viewing
lfrese errors can be eradicated by using the
divider. So, it is better to uae a divider 'he"
a ruler, while measuri[g the length of a line
segment.

Q3. Draw any line segment, say E . Take a-ny point
C lying in betweon A and B. Measure the lengtls
ofAB, BC and AC. Is AB = AC + CB?

(nuiii)
Clinder

(xria)

Cone

-i
II -tII
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hloto: Ifd B, C are any three points on a line
such AC + CB = AB, then we can be sure that
C lies between A and Bl

Sol. Let us coosider

q4.

Sol.

Q6.

A B

A B and C such that C lies between A and B
a-ndAB=7cm.
AC=3cm,CB=4cm.
.'. AC+ CB=3 cm+4cm= 7cm.

But, AB = 7cm.

So, AB=AC+CB.
Ifd B, C are three points on a line such that AB

= 6 cm, BC = 3 cm and AC = 8 cm, which one of
them lies between the other two?
'We have, AB = 5 sm; BC = 3 cm

.'. AB+BC=5+3=8cm
But, AC=8cm
Hence, B lies between A and C.

Veriff, whether D is the mid point of AG .

c

ABCDEFG
01234667

c

Sol. ILom the given figure, we have

AG=7cm-1cm=6cm
AD=4sm-1cm=3cm

and DG=7cm-4sm=3cm
.'. AG = AD + DG.

Hence, D is the mid point of AG .

Q6. If B is the mid point of IC- and C is the mid

point of ED , where A B, C, D ]ie on a straight
Iine, say why AB = CD?

Sol. We have

A B

B is the mid point of AC.

... 63 = BC ...('
C is the mid-point of BD .

... BC = CD ...(ii)

From Eq. (i) and (ii), we have

63=CD

Q7. Draw five triangles and measure their sides.

Check in each case, if the srrm of the length of
any two sides is always less than the tJrird side.

D

UNDERSTANDING ELEMENTARY SHAPES 7l

Sol. Case n.In AABC,

I
B c+4.8ca-=>

Let AB = 2.6 cm

BC = 4.8 cm

and AC = 5.2 cm

AB+BC=2.5cm+4.8sm
= 7.3 cm

Since, 7,3 > 6,2

So, AB + BC >AC
Hence, sum of any two sides of a triangle is
greater than tJre third side.
Case trI" In APQR,

a6

a <-2.6 @----------->
R

Let PQ=2cm
QII = 2.6 cm

and PR = 3.5 cm

PQ+QR=2cm+2.5cm
= 4.5 cm

Since, 4.6 > 3.6

So, PQ+ QB>PR
Hence, sun of any two sidee of a triangle is
greater than the third side.
Case [I]1" In AX\z,

A
/

cm2.6

P

2

x
I

6cm

Iz

I€t

and

<- 3 cm ----+ Y

XY=6sm
YZ=3am
ZX = 6.8 cm

XY+YZ=6cm+3cm
=8cm

8>6.8
YY +YZ>8.

Since,

So,
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Hence, the sum of any two sides of a triargle is
greater than the third side.
Case IV. In AMNS,

M

So, KL + LM > I(\{
Hence, the sum of any two sides of a triangle is
greater than the third side.

Hence, we conclude that the sum of any two
sides of a hiangle is never less thsn flg tlaird
side.

Tnv Tnese (Paee 911

Ql. What is the ongJe name for ha.lf a revolution?

Sol. We Inow that,

1 Complete angle i.e.,2 etraight angles
= 1 revolution

[Z straight angle]

x 1 revolution

I
I

2.7 cm

._4cta* S

Let MN = 2.7 cm
NS=4cm

and MS = 4.7 cm
MN+NS=2.7cm+4cm

= 6.7 cm
Since, 6.7 > 4.7
So, MN+NS >MS
Henco, the sum ofany two sides ofa triangle is
greater +.hsn the third side.

Case V. In AKLM,

L

I
Hence, ; revolution = A straight angle.

Q2. Wbat is the angle name for ooe-fourth revolution?

Sol. We lmow that

4 right angles = I revolution
'I

.'. Onerights.glg= : revolution.

Hun"u 1 revolution = one right angle.
4

12
q

I
N

1

,
1

2

K

'6
b

and

<- 3.6 cm +
KL = 3.5 cm
LM = 3.5 cm
KM = 3.6 cm

In + LM = 3.5 cm + 3.5cm = 7 cm
Since, 7 cm > 3.6 cm

Sol. (j) For one-fourth revolution, we have

(a) (6)
From 12 to 3 FYom 4 to 7

(ii) For haUrevolution, we have

Q3. Draw five other situation ofone-fourth, halfald
three.fourth revolution on a clock

@)
From 6 to 9

Let

(c)

From 3 to 6
@)

From 9 to 12

(c)

From 4 to 10

lt

3

8 4

10

I

7 -6
r 2

3

4

11
72t

10

9

8
7 -6o

11
t2

1

210

3

4
7 ^6

t2

t,
6

11 1

2

4
7 6

10

8

9 <--r+ 3

1l 72 I

6
6

210

8 4

72
11 1

2

3

4

10

I
8

7 eE

78

(a)
From 12 to 6

(6)
From 3 to 9

(a
FloE 2 to 8

(e)

FroE 6 to 11
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11
t2 1

2

48

10

I

7 e6

(jdi) For three-fourth revolution, we have

(o)

FYom 12 to 9
(6)

Fmm I to 12

Ql. What fraction of a clockwise revolution does the
hour.hand of a cloak tur:a tbrotgh, when it goes

from
(a) 3 to 9 (b) 4to7 (c) 7 to 10

(A 12to9 (e) 1to 10 (f) 6 to 3

SoI. (a) 3 to 9
1

9-3=6+ 1Z= |of a revolution

(b) 4to 7
1

7 -4=3+72= i of a revolution
4

(c) 7 to 10
1

10-7=3= 12= iof a revolution

(d) L2 tn I i.e., O ta I
3-

9-0=9+12= | of a revolution

(e) I to 10

10-1=9+ n=lot a revolution

tJ) 6 to 3 i.e., 6 to 12 and then 12 to 3

6 tn 12 = L2 - 6 = 6and 12 to 3 = 0 to 3 =
3-0=3

t1 -6+3=9+L2= iof a revolution

Q2. Vfhere will the hand of a clock Etop if it
(o) starts at 12 and -"k* ; ofa revolution,

clockwise?

(b) st€rts at 2 and -*u. j of a revolution,
clockwise?

(c) starts at 5 anrl -*", I of a revolution,
clockwise?

(d) starts at 6 and -*". I of a revolution,
clockwise?

Soi. (o) Starting from 12 and makine j of a

revolution, the clock hand stops at 6.

(b) Starting from 2 antl -ttine ]

(a
Flom 8 to 6

revolution, the cl6a[ hsnd stops sf $.

revolution, tb.e clock hand stops at 8.

(c)

From 4 to I
(e)

FroE 9 to 6

(c) Starting from 6 and makine ] of a

ofa

(d Starting from 6 and making I of a

12 1
,

3

4

11

10

9

8
7 aE

12
1L 1

2

3

4

10

I
7 aE

2

3,4\ 4
6

6

10
11

12 1

9

8

UNDERSTANDING ELEMENTARY SHAPES

revolution, the clock hand stops at 2.
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3

4
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I
8

7 66
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210
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48
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11
2

s

4

12 l
10

I
8

7 aE

Q3. Which direction will you face if you start facing

(o) east and make I ofa revolution clockwise?

(b) east and mqke 1j ofa revolution clockwise?

(c) west and make
anticlockwise?

of a revol ution

(d) south and make one fi.rll revolution?
(Should we speci& clocl<wise or anticlekwise
for this last question? Why not?)

N N

w

s s

West

(a)
West

(b)

N N

3

4

Sol.

w
EE

ww
EE

S s

North South

G) (d)

Taking one fi:ll revolution we will reach back
to the original (starting) position. Therefore,
it make no difference whether we turn
clockwise or anticlockwise.

Q4. What part of a revolution have you turned
$asrrgh if yeu gt.rnil fgcing
(a) east and tuL.n clockwise to face north?
(b) south and turn clockwise to face east?
(c) west and turn clockwise to face east?

Sol. (o) If we start from east and reach at north
I(turning clockwise) i of a revolution is

rcquired. 4

80 MATHEMANCS-VI

N

E

S

(b) If we start from south turning clockwise to

face east, 
f, ofa revolution is required.

s

N

w
E

(c) If we start from west turning clockwise to
1

face east, ! ofa revolution is required.

N

S

Q5. Find the ntmber ofright angles turned thro"eh
by the hour hand of a clock when it goes from
(a)Bto6 (b) 2to8
(c) 5 to 11 (d) 10 to I
(e) l2tn9 ADb6

SoI. (o) 3 to 6

St€rtiry from 3 to 6, the hour hald turns
tlro"gh I right angle.
(b)2ro8

Starting from 2 to 8, the hour hand turns
tbro.gh 2 right angles.

w
E

11
t2

1

2

3

4

10

9

8
7 aE
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(c) 6 to 11

Startiag from 5 to 11, the hour haad turns
through 2 right angles.
(d) 10 to 1

Startiry from 10 to 1, the hour hand turns
through 1 right angle.
(e) L2 ta I

Starting from 12 to 9, the hour hand turns
tbrough 3 right angles.

V) 12to6

Starting from 12 to 6, the hour hand turns
tbrough 2 right angles.

Q6, How many right angles do you make if you start
facing
(a) south and turn clockwise to west?

(b) north and turn antidockwise to east?

(c) west and turn to west?

(d) south and turn to north?

2

4
67 6

11
72t

10

I
8

12

I
6

11 1

2

4
7 6

10

8

UNDERSTANDING ELEMENTARY SHAPES 8'l

Sol. N

S

(o)
(1 Right angle)

N

s

(b)
(3 Right angles)

ww
EE

N N

s

(c) (A
(4 Rieht aqles) (2 Right areles)

Q7. Where will the hour haad of a clock stop if it
starts
(a) from 6 and turns thro"d 1 right angle?
(b) from 8 and turns through 2 right angles?
(c) from 10 arrd turns through 3 right angles?
(d) from 7 a-nd turns through 2 streighf anglssJ

Sol. (o) Starting from 6 and turning 1fu'6rrgh t flghl
angle, the hour hand stops at 9.

(b) Starting from 8 and turning throueh 2 right
angles, tJre hour hand stoPs at 2.

(c) Sterting from 10 and turning thmueh 3 right
angles, the hour hand stops at 7.

ww
EE

s

72
11 1

2

3

4

10

't^o

t2
11 1

2

3

4

10

I
8

7 aE

L2 11
2

4
'I ^ h

10

I
8

8

o

2

3

4

12 111

10

I
8

'I ^ D
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(d) Starting from 7 ard turning through 2
straight engles, the hour ha.nd stops at 7.

TnY Txese (Peee 93)

Q1. The hour hand ofa clock moves from 12 to 5. Is
the revolution of the hour ha-nd more than I
right angle?

Sol. fss, the revolution of
the hour hsnil la this
case is more than 1

right angle.

Q2. What does the angle
made by the hour hand of the clock look like
when it moves from 5 to 7. Is the angle moved
more than 1 right angle?

Sol. The angle made by the
hour hand in moving
from 5 to 7 looks like
an acute angle. No, the
angle is not more than 1

right angle.

Q3. Draw the following and
check the qngle with your
RA test€r-

(o) going from 12 to 2
(c) from 4 to 8

(b) from 6 to 7
(d) from 2 to 5

L2
11 1

2

3

4A
10

I
8

7 eB

From 12 to 2:

The angle made by
hour hand is going
from 12 to 2 is shown
in the figure alongside.
When we check by RA
tester, it is formed to
be less than a right
angle.

From 6 to 7:

The angle made by
hour hand in moving
from 6 to 7 is less +.han

90" (using RA test)
Fmm 4 to 8:

The angle made by the
[gur. hend in moving
from 4 to 8 is more than right angle (Using
RA test)

(d) From 2 to 5:

The argle made by hour.hend in moving from
2 to 5 is a right aagle (Jsing RA test)

Q4. Take five different shapes with corners. Name the comers. Erqynine them with your tester and tabulate
your results for each case.

So1. (o)

(b)

(c)

11
12 1

2

,/5\
4

10

I
8

7 ^6o

{

11
t2 I

2

3

4

10

I
8

7 ^6o

Comer Smaller than Larger'tqn
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A

B

C

D

E

F

SoI. It is an activity. So, the students have to do it themselves.

Tnv Txese (Peee 94)

Q1. Iook around you and identi& edges meeting
at cornera to produce angles. List ten such
situations.

Sol. It is an activity. So, try yourself.

Q2. List ten situations where the aogles made are
asute.

Sol. It is an activity. So, try yourself.

Ql. Match the following;
(i) Straight anele

(ii) Rieht angle
(iii) Acute angle
(iu) Obtuse angle

(u) Refler angle

Sol. (i) Straight angle +>

(ii) Rieht aDgle +)
(iii) Acute angle <+

(iu) Obtuse argle <-)

(u) Reflex angle +r

List ten situations where tJre angles made are
right angles.
It is an activity. So, try yourself.
Find five situations where obtuse angles are
made.
It is an activity. So, try yourself.
List five other situations where reflex a.ngles

may be seen.

It is an activity. So, try yourself.

Less than one.fourth of a revolution.
More than half a revolution.
HaIf of a revolution.
One-fourth of a revolution.

Between i *U * ofa revolution.

One complete revolution.
HaIf of a revolution.
One.fourth of a revolution.
[,ess than one-fourth ofa revolution.

Between i t"U i ofarevolution.

One complete revolution.

Q3.

Sol.

Q4.

Sol.
Q5.

Sol.

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

v)
(c)

(a
(a)

(e)

a
Q2. Classi& each one of the following argles as right, acute, obtuse or reflex'

(a) (6) (c)

(a

UNDERSTANDTNG ELEMENTART SHAPES

(e) (f)

&t
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Sol, (a) Acute angle
(c) Right angle
(e) Straight angle

Q1.

Sol.

Q2.

Sol.

Q3.

SoI.

Q4.

What is the Deasure of (i) a right angle (ii) a
straight angle?
(i) Measure ofa right aagle = 90"

(ii) Measure ofa straight angle = 180'
Say True or False:
(a) The measure of an acute angle < 90'
(b) The measure ofan obtuse algle < 90o
(c) The measure ofa reflex angle > 180'
(d) The measure of one complete revolution

= 360"
(e) ll m ZA = 63" and ZB = 35", then m ZA >

rn ZB.
(o) True (b) False (c) True
(d) True (e) True
Write down the measures of
(o) some acute angles
(b) some obtuse angles
G) 25", 63" and 72' are acute angles.
(b) 106', 120' and 135' are obtuse angles.
Measure the angles given below using the
protractor a-nd write down the measure.
(o.) (b)

(c) @)

1

Sol. (a) 46' (b) 725" (c) 90.
(d) t|= 60", 22 = 90", ze = 126"

Q6. Which angle has a large measure? I'fust estimate
a-nd then measure.
Measure ofAngle A =
Measure ofAngle B =

A

Sol. Measure of Anele A = 40'
MeasureofAngleB=60'.

B

a

(b)

MATHEMATTCS-VI

(b) Obtuse angle
(d) Reflex angle
(f) Acute angle

Q6. From these tws sngleg \rhich hes large measure?
Estinate and then confirm by measuring them.

Sol. The opening ofangle (b) is molg +.hsn angls (a).

(a) (b)

.'. Measure of angle (a) = 45"

and the measure of argle (b) = 60'
Q7. F'iX i1 fts Hents with acute, obtuse, right or

straight:
(o) An angle whose measure is less th n tJxat of

a right sngls i8 '....... .

(b) An angle whose measure ia great€r than that
ofa right angle is ........ .

(c) An angle whoge measure is the sum of the
measures of two right angles is ........ .

(d) When the s"rn ofthe measures oftwo angles
is that ofa right sngle, then each one ofthem
is.........

(e) When the sum of the measures oftwo angles
is that ofa straight angle and if one ofthem
is acute then the other should be .,........ .

Sol. (a) acute (b) obtuse (c) straight
(d) acute (e) obtuse

Q8. Find the measure of tJre angle shown in each
figure. (First estrmate with your eyes and than
find the acbual measure with a protractor).

(a)
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(c)

(a

Sol. (o) Measure ofthe angle = 40"
(b) Measure of the angle = 180'
(c) Measure ofthg angle = 66o
(d) Measure of the angle = 135'.

Q9. Find the angle measure between the hands of
the clock in each figure:

9.00 a.m. 1.00 p.m.

6.00 P.m.

Sol. (i) 'Lhe angle between hour hand and minute
hand ofa clock at 9.00 a.m = 90'

(ii) the argle between the hour hand and minute

hand of a clock at 1.00 P.m = 30"
(iii) The angle betwgetr ths [eul hend and minute

hand ofa clock at 6.00 P.m = 180'.

Ql. Which of the following are models for
perpendicular lines:
(o) The adacent edges ofa table top.
(b) The lines of a railway track-
(c) The Iine segment's forming a letter T,'.

(d) The letter V.

Sol. (o) Yes, the adacent edges ofa table top are the
models of perpendicular lines.

(b) No, the lines ofa railway tracks are parallel
to each other. So tJrey are not a model for
perpendicular lines.

1l 1

2

4
66

t2
I

V
10

I
8

L2
11 1

4
6

6

10

I
I

UNDERSTANDING ELEMENTAR/ SHAPES
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Q10. Investigate: In the given figure, the angle
measures 30'. Look at the same figurc throqh
a magnifring glass. Does tJre angle becomes
larger? Does the size oftJre angle change?

Sol. It is an activity. So try it yourself.

Q11. Measure and classify each angle:

c

o A

SoI. Angle Measure Type

ZAOB Acute algle

/AOC L26' Obtuse angle

ZBOC 85' Acute angle

ZDOC 95" Obtuse angle

ZDOA 140' Obtuse argle

ZDOB 180' Straight angle

(c) Yes, the two line segments ofLl are the model
for perpendicular lines.

(d) No, the two line segments of 1I are not a
model for perpendicular lines.

42. kli Pa be the perpendicular to the line sqment
XY . Let PQ and XY intersect at in the point

D

A- What is the measure of ZPAY?
Sol. Since PQ r XY

:. 4PAY =90"

P

AY

a

Angle Measure TyPe

IAOB
/AOC
ZBOC

moc
moA
ZDOB

72
11 1

2

3

4

10

o

8
7 ^6o
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Q3. There are two set-squares in your bor What are
the measures of the angles that are formed at
tb.eir corners? Do they have any angle measure
that is common?

Sol. The figures of the two set-squares are given
below:

(a) (b)

The measure angles of triaDgle (o) are : 30',
60' and 90'.
The measure a.ngles oftriangle (b) are 45', 45'
and 90'.
Yes, they have a common angle ofmeasure 90'.

Q4, Study the diagram. The line I is perpendicular
to line zl.
(a) Is CE = EG?
(b) Does PE bisects CG?

Ql. Name the types of following triangles:
(o) Tliangle with lengths of sides 7 cm, 8 cm a-nd

9 cm.
(b) AABC with AB = 8.7 cm, AC = 7 sm aDd BC

=6cm.
(c) APQR such that PQ = QR = PR = 5 cm.
(d) ADEFwith m D=90"
(e) AXYZ with mZY = 90" and XY = YZ.
(l) ALMN with mZL = 30' mZM = 70' and

mZN = 80'.
Sol. (a) Lengths of the sides ofa triangle are given

as: 7 cm, 8 cm and g cm.

Since, all sides of the given triangle are
different.
Hence, it is a Scalene triangle.

Q2. Match tle following:
Measure of triangle

(i) 3 sides ofequal length
(ii) 2 sides of equal lengttr

(iii) AI eides are ofdifferent length
(iu) 3 acute angles
(u) 1 right angle

(ui) 1 obtuse aagle
(uii) I right sngls with two sides ofeqrral letrgth

ABCD EF G H

07234 66 7 8l

P

m

(cl

(a
(')

oii)
Sol. (a)

(b)

(c)

Identi-fr any two line segments for which PE
is the perpendicular bisector.

Are these hue?
AC > FG (rr) CD = cH
BC<EH
Yes,

Since, CE = 2 units and EG = 2 rtnits

Hence, CE = EG.

Yes, PE bisects CG

Required line segments for which PE is
perpenilicular bisector are: gG and DF
(i) True (ii) TYue (ijj) True

Sol. (i)+r(e) (ij) +r (S) (iii) <+(a) (ju) <+ (fl (u)e(d)
(ui) e (c) (r:ii) <+ (b\

@)

(b) Given that: AB = 8.7 cm, AC = 7 cm and BC
=6cm
Here AB t AC *BC
Hence, AABC is Scalene triangle.

(c) Given tJrat: PQ = QR = PR = 5 cm

Since all sides are equal.
Hence, it is an equil6fslal trionglg.

(d) Given that: I-n ADEF, mZD = 90'
Hence it is a right angled triangle.

(e) Given thot: In AXYZ, mZ'I =90" atdl{']I =YZ
Hence it is a right angled triangle.

(fl Given that: ALMN , m zL = B0' , m ZM = 70"
and rz ZN = 80'.

Hence it is an acute angled triangle.

Type of triangle
(o) Scalene
(b) Isoscoles right angled
(c) Obtuse ongled
(d) Right angled
(e) Equilateral
(fl Acute angled

@') Isosceles

30' 45'90'
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Q3. Name each of the following triangles in two
different wa5rs: (You may judge the nature of
the angle by observation )

6cm
@)

8cm
(b)

7cu
(c)

(Remember you have to use all the available
matchsticks in each case)

Name the type of triangle in each case.

If you camot make a triangle, give of reasons
for it.

Sol. (o) Yes, we can make an
equilateral triangle with 3
matchsticks.

(b) No, we cannot make a triangle with 4
matchsticks.

(c) Yes, we can make an isosceles triangle with
five matchsticks.

(d) Yes, we can ma}e an equilateral tria-ngle
with 6 matcbsticks.

(b) A rectangle can be thought of as a special
parallelogram.

(c) A square can be thought of as a special
rhombw.

(d) Square, rectangles, parallelograms are all
quadrilaterals.

(e) Square is also a parallelogram.
Sol, (o) A square has all the properties as that of

rectaDgle. So, it is a special rectangle.
(b) A rectangle has the same properties as

that of parallelogram. So, it is a special
parallelogram.

(c) A square hss the same properties as that of
a rhombus. So, it is a special rhombus.

(d) Square, rectangles and parallelogram are all
quadrilateral as they are all enclosed by four
sides.

$ E

E

s
N

E
o

g

10 cm 6.2 (@ 10 cm(a k) f)
SoI. (a) (j) Acute angled triangle

(") fusgcelgs triqngls
(b) (r) Rieht angled triangle

(ii) Scalene triangle
(c) (i) Obtuse angled triangle

(ii) Isosceles triangle
(d) (r) Right angled trianele

(ii) Isosceles triqngle
(e) (l) Acute angled triengle

(ii) Equilateral triangle
(D (i) Obtuse angled triangle

(ii) Scalene triangle'
q4. TYy to construct f,riqnglgs using matchsticks.

Some are shown here. Can you make a triangle
with
(o) 3 matchsticks? (U 4 matchsticks?
(c) 5 matchsticks? (A 6 matcbsticks?

81. Say True or False:
(o) Each angle ofa rectangle is a right a-ngle.

(b) Ihe opposite sides of a recta-ngle are equal
in length.

(c) The diagonals ofa square are perpendicular
to one aaother.

(d) A[ the sides ofa rhombus are ofequal length.
(e) AII tJee sides of a parallelogr"- are of equal

length.
(fl the opposite sides ofa bapezium are parallel.

(o) True (b) True (c) True
(d) True (e) False (fl False

Give reasons for tJre following:
(o) A square can be thought of as a special

rectangle.

SoL

Q2.
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Q3. A figure is said to be regular ifits sides are equal
in length and angles are equal in measure. Can
you identi-ff the regular quadrilateral?

Ql. E=smine whether the following are polygons. If
any one amotrg them is not, say why?

@) (b)

(c) (d)

Sol. (a) The given figure is not closed. Therefore, it
is not a polygon.

(b) The given figure is a polygon.

(c) The given figure is not a polygon because
every polygon is enclosed with line segments.

(d) The given figure is not a polygon because it
is enclosed by an arc and two line segments.

Q2. Nsme each polygon.

(a) (b)

(c) (A

Make two more examples of each of these.
Sol. (a) A quadrilateral

Examples:

88

o (ii\

MATHEMANCS-VI

Sol. Square is only the regular quadrilateral with
equal sides and equal a-nglee.

Therefore, square is a regu-lar quatlrilateral.

(b) A triangle
Elremples:

\L)

(c) A pentagon
Fl=smples:

(,)

(d) An octagon
Evamples:

(iD

Gi)

Q3.

Sol,

Q4.

Sol.

o Gi)

Draw a rough sketch of a regular hexagon.
Con-necting any three of ita vertices, draw a
triangle. Identi-& the type of the triangle you
have tlrawn.
ABCDEF is a rough sketrh ofa regular hexagon.
If we join any tlree vertices like D, A and B, we
get a scalene triangle DAB.

ED

AB
But if wejoin the alternate vertices, we get an
equilateral trisn glo EltC.
po* s ro,'gih sketch of a regular octagoD- rusing
squared paper ifyou wish). Draw a rectangle by
joining exactly four ofthe vertices ofthe octagon.
ABCDEFGH is a rough sketch of regular
octagon. GHCD is the rectangle formed by
joining the four verhices of the given octagon.

C
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G D

AB
Q6. A diagonal is a line sep.ent that joine any two

vertices of the polygon and is not a side of tJrc
polygon. Ilraw a rough sketch ofa pentagon and
draw its diagonals.

1. Matc.h the following:

(a) Cone (D

(b) Sphere (,r)

(c) Gylinder Gii)

(d) Cuboid (iu)

(e) Pyranid (u)

Give two evFrnples of each shape.

Sol. (o) e(ii)
Eramples: (i) An ice-cre"- cone

(ii) Birthday cap

Sol. A B C D E is the rough sketch ofa pentagon.

By joining its any f,wo vertices, we get, the
following diagonals.

AD, AC, SE, BD and CE
D

E c

A B

(6) e (iu)

Eramples: (i) Tennis ba]l
(ii) Cricket ball

(c) o (u)

Eramples: (i) A road roller
(ii) A lawn roller

(A <+ Gii)

Ernmpl.es: (i) Math book
(rD A brick

(e) e (i)
Ernmples: (i) A diamond

(r;) Eeypt-Bramids

Q2. What shape is

(o) Your instrument box?

(b) A brick?
(b) A matchbox?
(d) A road-roller?

(e) A sweet laddu?

Sol, (o) Shape ofinstrument box is cuboid.

(b) Shape ofa brick is cuboid.

(c) Shape of a matchbox is cuboid.

(d) Shape ofa road-roller is cyli.nder.
(e) Shape ofa sweet laddu is sphere.

EF

cH

LearningMoreO&A
l. Venv Saonr ANswER (VSA) Quesrotts

Ql. Which of the following lineseg:nonts is longer?

A

B

c D

Sol. By using divider, CD seems to be Ionger thar
AB.

Q2. How many line segments are
used in making a tria-ngle?

Sol. Three line segm.ents are used
to make a triangle.

B

c

A

EXERCTSE 5;9

I
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cJ3.
Son.

Q4.
Sol.

Q5.

What is the measure of straight angle?
The measure of straight angle is 180'.
What is complete a-ngle?

The angle for one revolution is called a complete
argle.
Find tJre number ofright angle turned tbrough
by the hour hand of a clock when it goes from 3
to 6.

5ol. When tJre hsur hend 6f6 gloc[ goes from 3 to 6,
it turns through a right angle.

(U6. Draw the rotgh sketch of the following:
(a) Acute angle
(6) Obtuse angle
(c) Reflex angle

Sol.

A
(o) Acute aagle

OB
(6) Obtuse engle

A

B

(c) Refler argle

Q7. IdentiS the types ofangle from the givea figures:

@)

B

A

o

A

Bo

B

72
11 1

2

3

48
7

10

90

(b)

MAT}IEMANCS-VI

(c)

@)

Ao

AOB
(e) o

B

Sol. (a)Obtuseaugle (b) Acute angle
(c) Right angle (d) Str"igtlg gnt1.
(e) Reflex angle

Q8. What are the dogree measures of the follosdng
angleB?
(a) Rigbt angle (b) A complete argle
(c) Straigbt angle

So1. (o) Degree measure of a right angle is 90".
(b) Degree measure ofa complete angle is 360".
(c) Degree measure ofa straight aagle is 180".

Q9. What are the types ofthe given triangles on tJre
basis of angles?

(a) A

(b)

(c) A

B

SoI. (o) Acute angled triangle.
(b) Obtuse angled triangle.
(c) Right angled triangle.

Q10. What are the types of the following triangles on
tJre basis ofsides?

A

CB

A

CB

c
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(o) A (b) A

B C B
(c)

B C

Sol. (o) Scalene triongle.
(b) Equilateral triangle.
(c) Isosceles triargle.

ll. Sr-ronr.Aruswrn (SA) Questt'' '
l+ x t " ln the given figure, name the following angles

aa asut€, obhrse, right, straight or reflex.
(a) 4QOY (b) LYOP (c) ZROX
@)zqox @)zPoQ

So1" (a) ZQOY = acute angle.
(b) ZYOP = obtuse angle.
(c) ZROX = right argle.
(d) ZQOX = reflex qngle.

(e) ZPOQ = straight glxgle'

Q12" In the given figure, find the measure of the
angles marked with a, b, c, d., e and' f,

SoI. za =18tr -129'= 6l'
Zb =78tr -(5f + 9r)

= t80o - 1430 = 37o

Zc = t,8U -a8" =9t
td=tao'-162=28"
Ze=18tr-14ii"=37"
4= tB0" -(Ze + ZA

= 180" - (3f + 2r)
= 180'- 66" = 116"

Ze = 18o" - Zf = 1800 - 116' = 660

c
A

R

a

Yx
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l,til'

129'

t62"

Qr3. Classify the given triangles whose sides are
indicated on them.

4cla

Dr

88'

E
-o

7cm
(a)

6cn
(b)

6.o

6.D @

(c) (A

Sol. (o) AII sides are different. So, it is a scalene
triangle.

(b) Iongtbs oftwo sifles sfths h'iqngle are same.

So, it is an isosceles triangle.
(c) All sides are unequal and one angle is right

angle. So it is scalene right angled triangle.

(d) Two sides ofthis triangle are equal. So, it is
an isosceles tria-ngle.

Q14. Complete each of the following, so as to make a
true statement:
(o) A 

- 

is a rectangle with a Pair of
a{acent sides equal.

(b) A parallelogram with a pair ofadjacent sides

equal is called a 

-.

E

I E
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(c) A quadrilateral having exactly one pair of
parallel sides is called a _.

(d) A quadrilateral having both pairs ofopposite
sides parallel, is called a _.

(e) A parallelogram whose each angle is a right
angle is called a _.

Sol. (o) Square (b) Rhombus
(c) TraPezi"- (d) Parallelogram
(e) Recte-ngle.

lll. Lor.ro Ar':slrren (LA) Quesrroxs

Ql 5. Verify the Euler,s formula' V + F = E + 2 for the
given figures.
(a) A triangular prism having 5 faces, 9 edges

and 6 vertices.
(b) A rectangnlar prism with 6 faces, 12 edges

and 8 vertices.
(c) A pentagonal prism with 7 faces, 16 edges

a-nd 10 vertices.
(d) A tetrahedron with 4 faces, 6 edges and 4

vertices.
So1. (o) Here, F = 5, E = 9 andV= 6

.'. V+F=E+2 + 6+6=9+2

Hence, verified.
(b) Here, F = 6, E = 12 andV= 8
.'. V+F=E+2 = 8+6=L2+2
+ 14= L4

Hence, verffied.
(c) Here, F = 7, E = 15 andV= 10
.. V+F=E+2 + LO+7=L6+2
:+ 17 =17
Hence, verified.
(d) Here, F = 4, E = 6 andV=4
.'. V+F=E+2 > 4+4=6+2
= 8=8
Hence, verified.

Ql6. Complete the given teble for prisms:

Pri6m Nunbor
of

facee

Numbor
of

edges

Nunber
of

vertloee
TYiangular

Quadrilat€ral

Pentagonal

Heragonal

Octagonal

Decagonal

92 MATHEMATICS-VI

Sol. kim Number
of

fsc€s

Numbor
of

edges

Nunbor
of

verdcos

Triangular

Quadrilateraf

Peatagonal

Heragonal

Octagoaal

Decagonal

b

6

7

8

10

t2

g

t2
16

18

80

6

t
10

t2

10

20

lV. Muurpr-e Csotce Quesrrors (MCQs)

Q 1 7. Number ofright angles turned by the hour hand
ofa clock when it go€s from 3 to 6.

@)L (b)2 (c)B (d)4
SoI. Correct option is (a).

Q18. A quadrilateral having a pair ofunequal opposite
sides is called
(a) Parallelogram (b) Square
(c) Rectangle (d) Tlapezium

SoL The correct option is (d).

V. Hrcuen Onoea Txrrurcruo Srtls (HOTS) Queslorus

Qx9. tn the given figure, find the values of r, y, z, s
and rz.

A

Sol. Given that ZA = 40"
(i) ZDAB + zABC = 180" (a{acent angles)

40"+ZABC=180"
ZABC= 180"-40"= 140

Hence, Zz = 14{"
(rr) Z, + ZJ = LSOP (adjacent angles)
:+ l4e + Zy = L8e
+ Zr = 18tr -740 = 4e
Hence, Zy = 40'

(iii) 1y + Zz=l8,e (adacent angles)

=) Atr+ Zz =180"
+ Zz=L8tr-4tr=14tr
Hence, Zz = 740'

cD

B
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(iu) Z-r + Zs=78tr (shaight angles)
+ 140" + Zs = 180"
+ Zs = 180" - 140' = r()"
Hence, Zs=Aff
(u) Zm, + 1z = 18tr (straight angles)
+ lm + 14tr =78tr
:) lm =L8O'-74tr =4ff

Q20. Find the value ofr from the given figure aad
hence find the msasure of each angle of the
trianglg.

A

Sol. (l) Snrn ofthe tbree angles ofa tria-ugle = 180'

.'. Zt + 30" + 60" -r + 3z - 10' = 180'

= (?.t - x + 3r.) + (30' + 60' - 10') = 180'

+ 4r + 80'= 180'

+ 4r = 180" - 80'

= 4a = LO0"

.-. ,= 1oo" 
-26.

4

.'. Measure of the angles are:

(j) (2r + 30)' =2 x 260 + 30' = 80'

(li) (60 - r)" = 60' - 26' = 36"

(iiil (U - 10)' = 3 x 26" - \0" = 76" - 10" = 66'

Hence, * = 25' and the angles of the triangles
are: 80", 36" and 66'.

CB

Test Yourself

[. Venv Suonr ANswER (VSA) QuEsrtoms

1. What is the measure of straight angle?

2. What is the sum of the measures of the three
angles of a trianglo?

3. What is the measure of each angle of an
equilateral triangle?

4. How many end points are there in a line
segment?

5. Ifyou staad facing Nortb, and ta.ke a right argle
turn clockwise, which direction will your face?

6. What are the measures oftJrc tbree angles ofan
isosceles right angled triangle?

7. Classify the following trianglos on tlee basis of
sidos:

(o) (b)

6cm

(c)

4.6 cm

8. Find the value of, in the given figure:

9. What is the measure of a complete angle?
10. How many faces a cub€ has?

Snonr Aruswrn (SA) Quesrrorus

11. What angle is formed when the minute hand
movea
(o) from 12 to 7 (b) from 12 to 9
(c) from 12 to 6 (d) from 12 to 3.

r 2. Classi& the angles whose measures are given
below as acute, obtuse, zero, right, complete,
straight or reflex.
(a) 30P (b) 0' (c) 1i90" t.d) 720'
(e) 36tr A 27o' G) 45' (11) 90"

13. Nerne the types of the following triangles:
(o) aABC, with AB = 4.5, BC = 3.5 and AC =

6cm
(b) aPQR with zQ = 90'
(c) AMNS with MN = 5.5 cm, NS = 5.5 cm and

MS=8cm
(A NilZ withXY =YZ=B=7.5cm.

$
(,

(e, - 10f

(2I + 80)' (60 -r)'

UNDERSTANDING ELEMENTARY SHAPES
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1z:. If sum of all the interior angles ofa polygon is
equal to (z - 2) x 180", where z is the nunber
of sides oftJre polygon, then fi-nd the sum of all
the interior angles of the following.
(a) Pentagon (b) Hexagon
(c) Octagon (d) Decagon.

1-, Fill in the blqnta:
(o) There ar€ 

- 

faces in a triangular
prism.

(b) A reflex angle is 

- 

than a strai8ht
angle.

(c) A sphere has 

- 

vertices.
(d) the sum of any two sides of a triangle is

- 

than the tbird side.
(e) A rieht angled triangle has 

- 

acute
angles.

(fl One complete angle = 2 x

AI{SWERS
1. 180. 2. 180. 3.60.
4. two 5. East 6" 90',45',46"
7. (a) Scalene triangle (b) Isosceles triangle

(c) Equilateral triangle.
8. 1100 9.360" n0. 6

LL. (a) 27U (b) 27tr (c) 180' (d) 90"
L2. (a) acl*e (b) zero (c) straight

(d) obtuse (e) complete (fl reflex
(g) acute (n) rigbt

1i: (a) Scalene triangle
(b) Rieht aneled triaryte
(c) Isosceles triangle
(d) Equilateral triangle

1i1" (a) 540' (b) 72tr (c) 1080"
x :. (a) 6 (b) more (c) no

(e) two (, 18e

Net of cube

lnternal Assessment
A'ctiviriy; Take a she€t of paper. Draw on it, the following two diagrams. cut each one and fold each
along the dotted lines. You get a model ofa cuboid and ofa cube.

Zaa
E

3cE 3cm 2cm

3cm

3cm 3cE 2cm

3

(d) 144tr
(d) more

(rl

2 c'm

Net of cuboid

Ql. Complete the following crossword puzzle:

E

A G R

G

E

t
@
t

+

End

Back Base Front Top

End

3

1

94
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Directions:
Across: 1. A 

- 

prism has 5 faces.

2. N,rmber ofsides ofall the 

- 

is at
least 3.

Down: 3. A regular polygon bounded by four line
seEments is called a 

-.

4. A parallelogram having its opposite
sides equal is called 

-.

6. A 

- 

having six sides is called a
hexagon.

Q2. Fill in the blsnts:
1

{a) 1; right anglsg = 

- 

degree.

'I

(b) ; rigtrt angle = 

-degree.

1

(c) li rieht anglss = 

- 

degi-,ree.

(d) 4 right angles = 

- 

degree.
..5..(e) | right angle =- degree.

Q3. State True' or Talse'.
(o) A tri".gle can have two obtuse angles.
(b) A triaagle can bave all the three argles acute.

(c) The srrm ofthree angles ofa triangle is 180".

(d) The sum of two sides of a triangle is greater
than the third side.

(e) A triangls can have a reflex angle.

Q4. What are the angles htween minute hand and
hour hand of a clock in the following?

(a)

(b)

(c)

AiNSWERS

1. 1. TRJANGUI,AR
3. RHOMBUS
6. POLYGON

2. (a) 736 (b) 45

2. POLYGONS
4. RECTANGI,E

(c) 120

3. (o) False
(d) TYue

d^ (d!2tr

(b) True
(e) False
(b) 120'

(c) True

(c) 2&'

(d) 360
1

(e) Lt25

l1 t2 1

2

3

4

10

9

8
7 a6
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3

4

10

8
'l^D

l1 t2
1

2

3

4

10

8
7 aE
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